


New solution from Azonpriner 

Azonprinter has recently put on the market a new solution to their 
DTF family – Azon Pronto UV. Film is self-adhesive, and it uses two types of film 
in the process. First it is printed on one film, and afterwards it is finished with the 
use of laminating machine applying the other film onto the print out.
In the end, the films are separated manuallIn the end, the films are separated manually, and the print out is applied to any 
kind of surface of any shape, and it is water resistant.

It can be widely used for label display of wines, cosmetics, boxes and other 
products. The film printed with Pronto UV has excellent physical and chemical 
properties such as alkali resistance, abrasion resistance, tear resistance, 
corrosion resistance, sun resistance, and oxidation resistance, which is better corrosion resistance, sun resistance, and oxidation resistance, which is better 
than traditional stickers such as waterproof paper, art paper and aluminized 
paper. 

NEWEST ADDITION TO AZON 

www.azonprinter.com

DTF PRINTING SOLUTION FOR EVERYONE
POWER CONSUMPTION
 PRINTING:    20W 
 READY MODE: 10W 
 SLEEP MODE:    4W 
 POWER OFF:    2W 

CONNECTIVITY
  USB

ASSEMBLED DIMENSIONS
 LENGTH: 73 cm / 28,74“

 WIDTH:  89 cm / 35,03”

 HEIGHT:  26 cm / 10,23”

 WEIGHT  28 kg / 61,72 lbs
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www.azonprinter.com

UV PRINTING SOLUTION FOR EVERYONE

MADE IN EU

CONTI INK SYSTEM & CIRCULATION
 
Handling the inks was never been easier, fast, clean and simple. Azon CONTI™, continues ink     
supply, allows for the printer to be refilled with ink during the printing operations which translate 
to zero time loss during the refill.

 -500 ml bulks with  

  -Built in white ink circulation 

 -Azon CONTI™ 

TURBO JET INKS 
 
Azon DTF inks are specially developed to ensure vivid colors and maximum fastness 
on almost any textile and more. 

 -Highest health standards

 -Vivid colors

 

WIDE RANGE OF PRINTING SUPPLIES
 
Azon PRONTO UV can be used on special films and canvas 
    
   -Two types of film in the process (A and B foil) 

   -It has a possibility to print in mat and varnish variant 

   -With the help of laminator machine that uses heat to enable adhesion   -With the help of laminator machine that uses heat to enable adhesion
    of the printed-out film to a sticky surface onto a much lighter and more
    flexible film
 

 

COST EFFECTIVE, LOW MAINTENANCE
Azon PRONTO UV™ is carefully designed to reduce maintenance to a minimum. With Azon RIP 
software each print will be produced in a quality way beyond any competition, but still every    
aspect of the print will be optimized in order to make it cost effective.

 -Low Maintenance

 -Super low power consumption
  
 -Self preservation function
 
 -Lower print cost 

 -Plug & play

NEWEST ADDITION TO AZON DESKTOP 
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